
ROUGH TIMING ROUTINE 

 

7am Vitamin / Enzymes / Bottle  (offer 120mls) 

½ vitabdeck tablet crushed in small amount of puree 

enzymes sprinkled in a small teaspoon of puree 

Mum expresses at this time 

   

8.30am Put Child to bed  (can sleep until 10am) 

 

10am Enzymes then Bottle (offer 120mls) 

Tummy playtime on the mat with stimulation 

Include 10 minutes of physio (front, back & sides) 

Mum expresses at this time 

 

11.30am Put Child  to bed (can sleep until about 2pm) 

 

2pm Enzymes then Bottle (offer 120 mls) 

Tummy playtime on the mat with stimulation 

Mum expresses at this time 

 

4pm Put Child to bed (can sleep until about 5pm) 

 

5pm Enzymes then Small Bottle (offer 60mls) 

Mum expresses at this time 

 

6pm Bath & Massage 

 

6.30pm Enzymes then Small Bottle (offer 60mls) 

 Mum expresses at this time 

 

7pm Put Child to bed (can sleep until 10.30pm) 

 

10.30pm Big night feed (offer 120mls) & Night Feed (offer 60mls) 

Mum expresses at this time 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SLEEPING 

 

 Minimising the risk of cot death 

• Always swaddle him & put him on his back to sleep, never his front or side.  The room 

should be around 18C and he should have on: clothes, cotton swaddle and then the 

cot sheets and the light cot blanket. (Swaddling on the back & ensuring he’s not too 

hot are really important factors in cot death which peaks at around 2 - 4 months). 

 

Settling him for sleep 

• Sometimes I give him a dummy to settle him after feeding when he goes to sleep (if 

he’s rooting around or unsettled, you can also try more milk – pop a little of the pre-

mixed formula into a bottle and offer him 20mls). 

 

Sleeps in his cot  

• During the day he sleeps in his cot in his room and then we transfer him to the cradle 

in our room at night. There is a monitor in his cot for sound & movement so you can 

move the receiver with you to monitor him while he sleeps. You can also put him to 

sleep in his bouncer as long as you belt him in so he can’t roll out. 

 

Position for sleep 

• Newborns can develop a flat head (while the skull is developing) so it’s always a good 

idea to try & turn their heads a different way each time you put them down. i.e. Face 

their head a different way. 



CHANGING 

  

Change routine  

• We don’t use any creams or baby wipes to change him (they’re a bit harsh on his skin 

and cause nappy rash). So just use a bit of water on a cotton square to wipe away 

any crap (there’s a bottle of water we keep on the change table) and then wipe him all 

over with Sorbelene cream.  

 

Dirty Nappies 

• Dirty nappies go in the Tommy Tippee nappy bucket which needs to be emptied 

every second day or so. To use simply place nappy in the hole and push down (so 

that the nappy moves beyond the plastic claws, then turn the winder to seal the 

nappy in. Then push down to make space for the next nappy. (To empty simply open 

and cut the plastic after the last nappy. Tie a knot and put the dirty nappy chain in the 

laundry to be binned. Then tie a knot in the bottom to start a new nappy chain. If you 

need plastic bag refills, there is always one in the change table trolley).  

 

Clothing 

• I generally put him in a jumpsuit after his bath at night, he can wear this the next day 

or feel free to change him the next morning. He just needs to wear a singlet every day 

to keep him warm. Everything you need is in the shelves. 

 

• If you take him outside, make sure he has a little jumper on and a hat (babies lose 

most of their heat via their heads) as well as a pram blanket etc to make sure he’s 

really warm. 

 

 

 

Dirty Clothes 

• Dirty clothes (& baby sheets) go in the white bucket near the change table to be 

washed. 

 

Keeping hands clean 

• Given the CF, make sure you wash your hands all the time, especially after changing 

him. (There’s baby wipes under the change table for this reason). 

 

 

 



Keeping a record 

• Sorry about this, but given the CF, we just need to keep an eye on how many dirty vs 

wet nappies he’s doing each day for a few weeks to make sure everything is working 

ok. You’ll see there’s a little chart near the change table, if you could just mark when 

he has a wet or dirty nappy that’d be great. 

 



 

FEEDING 

 

 CF Enzymes 

• Enzymes need to be given at each feed and the dose at the moment is half a 

capsule. Simple open up the capsule, tip half of it (roughly, it doesn’t have to be 

exact) into a small container and sprinkle the rest into a plastic cup. Then add a 

teaspoon of either Pear or Apple puree (there should always be an opened one in the 

fridge or spares in the desk in Child ’s room – it must be Pear or Apple, we can’t use 

anything else). Then mix the enzymes with the puree and feed to him before offering 

milk. 

 

• We find it’s sometimes easier to just spoon tiny amounts into the inside of his cheeks 

(if you spoon it straight onto his tongue he tends to spit it out because he can’t control 

his tongue movements yet). 

 

• The enzymes work for about half an hour (which is about how long it takes to feed 

him). Because of this, it’s important that you don’t give them too early, you should 

give them just before you’re about to give him the bottle. 

 

Feeding Formula  

• We’re feeding him on a special hospital formula to help him regain weight at the 

moment and will move him back to breast milk as soon as we are able. (We are 

stockpiling breast milk in the freezer). 

 

• I will premix up the bottles for you (120 mls per bottle) so all you have to do is take 

one out of the fridge and heat it up. Each bottle is 120mls but I would expect that he 

would probably only take up to about 80mls at each feed, he may take a little more or 

less at each time. 

 

• If he takes a little and then gets sleepy or bored, it’s a good time to change his nappy 

to wake him up a bit or you could try lying him tummy down on his mat or something 

to wake him up. Either way, keeping in mind the enzymes work for about half an hour, 

you don’t want to play too much during a feed, just enough to wake him up to take a 

little more. 

 

 

 



Preparing & discarding feeds 

• Once you’ve heated the milk up and fed him, the unused portion must be thrown out it 

can’t be refrigerated again. 

 

• The feeds can be heated up in the Avent bottle heater. (Instructions in the other book 

in his room). 

 

Burping 

• He needs a good burping session after each feed before he goes to sleep as he has 

a lot of wind (just pat on the back or rub firmly while he’s against your shoulder). 

 

• He often sounds like he’s wheezing a bit during and after a feed. This is nothing to do 

with the CF and just a normal baby noise (often because he has milk in the back of 

his throat) but gave me a bit of a shock when he started doing it. 

 

Washing & sterilising bottles 

• Once you’ve done a feed, rinse out the bottles well with hot water and pop them in 

the sterilizer so they’re ready to be re-filled either for expressing breast milk or 

making up formula. (Steriliser instructions are in the instruction book in his room). 



Making up formula 

• Child is temporarily off dairy & soy ( as a result of the CF), this should clear up in 

about 12 months but as a result he has a special hospital formula - Elecare. 

 

• To make the formula simply boil the kettle and allow to cool a little. Use one scoop of 

formula per 60mls of boiled water. Make up the feed while the water is still hot, shake 

well and then allow to cool (or stand in a container of cold water to cool). The 

separate kettle in his room can be used solely for formula so that you can use the 

other one whenever you want for cups of tea etc. 

 

• I will generally make up the formula bottles in the morning and have them all ready to 

go in the morning. Likewise when we move back to breast milk, I’ll have those bottles 

ready for you in the fridge. 

 

Keeping a Record 

• Again because of the CF, we’re keeping a record of how much he’s drinking each 

feed. Just note it down on the sheet near the change table. 

 

 

 



  

CYSTIC FIBROSIS 

 

What is cystic fibrosis? 
 
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life-threatening genetic disease. A child with CF has a faulty gene that 
affects the movement of sodium chloride (salt) in and out of certain cells. 
 
The result is thick, heavy, sticky mucus, salty sweat, and thickened digestive juices. These 
thick secretions can clog the lungs, making a child with CF very prone to breathing difficulties, 
lung infections (the mucus provides a rich environment for bacteria), and, eventually, severe 
lung damage. And when thickened digestive fluids from the child's pancreas can't get to the 
small intestine to break down and absorb nutrients from the food he eats, he may also have 
digestive and growth problems. 
How is the disease treated? 
 
Babies and children with cystic fibrosis need ongoing medical care. This is best provided at a 
specialized CF center where a team of doctors, nurses, and others with expertise in the 
disease can help parents take care of their child. Symptoms vary greatly from child to child, 
even when they have the same genetic defect and are siblings. Often symptoms come and go 
— they may be relatively mild or they may be frighteningly severe. 
 
The vast majority of young children with CF can be treated as outpatients, but they need to be 
seen frequently by their doctors to make sure the disease is being treated properly. At each 
visit a sputum (saliva or mucus) sample is taken to help determine which germs are causing 
lung infections. Occasionally, if symptoms flare up, the child has to be admitted to the hospital 
to get intravenous antibiotics. 
 
If your baby has CF, he should receive routine childhood vaccines against such common 
illnesses as Hib and pertussis and a flu shot every winter. 
 
Most kids with CF are also given prescription medications, including antibiotics to treat 
infection, medicines that help break up mucus in the lungs, and drugs that reduce the 
inflammation that causes lung destruction. Each child responds to a different combination of 
physical and drug therapies, and it's the job of the doctors and the parents to find the right 
mix. Parents play an important role by watching how their child responds to different drugs. 
 
Researchers are hard at work developing other treatment options as well, including gene 
therapy (to replace the gene that causes the disease), drugs that help move salt in and out of 
the cells properly, and new drugs to prevent and treat infections. 
 
To loosen mucus in your baby's lungs, his doctor will probably show you how to thump your 
baby's chest with a cupped hand. You may need to do this a couple of times each day for 
about 30 minutes each time. There are also electric devices — like a chest clapper and a 
vibrating vest — that can perform this task. 
 
Because the disease usually gums up the pancreas, your baby will need help with his 
digestion as well. That's because without easy access to pancreatic enzymes, the small 
intestine has trouble breaking down food, especially fat, leaving children with CF 
undernourished and hungry. Much of what they eat passes through their body without being 
absorbed. 
 
If your doctor decides that your baby needs them, you'll want to make sure he takes 
pancreatic enzyme supplement with every meal to help his body absorb the food he eats. 
(You'll need to open the capsule and mix the tiny beads with a little baby food.) You'll also 



want to encourage your baby to eat as frequently as possible and give him nutritional 
supplements if his doctor thinks they're necessary. 
 
Proper nutrition is vital because a child who is otherwise strong, healthy, and well nourished 
gives all the CF therapies a better chance to provide some relief. Your baby's doctor will 
determine exactly which supplements — and how much of them — your baby needs to take. 
 
The good news is that, in many cases, babies with CF can grow to lead nearly normal lives, 

going to school with everyone else, playing on the playground, and being a kid, even if the 

adults are being more vigilant. 



 

 

BABY DEVELOPMENT :: STIMULATION GAMES  

 

What a sensation 

 

There's a reason newborns reach out and grab for things: They want to be active participants 

in their world. It's not enough for you to show her things — your baby wants to experience 

everything up close and personal, and she does that through all five senses, particularly the 

sense of touch. Encourage her curiosity and tactile talents with this soothing touch-fest. 

 

Skills developed: hand-eye coordination, touch sensitivity 

What you'll need: a variety of soft-textured items, such as a silk scarf, a clean feather duster 

or boa, a piece of satin or velvet, and something furry like a stuffed animal. 

 

Collect an assortment of soft, touchable household objects. With your baby lying on her back 

on a blanket or on the changing table, take off her shirt, and give her tummy a sampling of the 

different textures. One at a time, brush each item ever so gently across her skin, describing 

the sensation as you go. "Feel the silky scarf? It's very slippery. Feel the lamb? It's fuzzy, isn't 

it?" If she tries to grab the items, go ahead and let her hold them, or (if you're sure they're 

clean and don't pose a choking risk) even put them in her mouth. 

 

Gentle Rubdown 

 

It's never too soon to give a baby his first brush with the healing power of human contact. 

Your baby was born with a fully developed sense of touch, and it's one of the primary ways he 

experiences the outside world. 

 

Skills developed: sensory stimulation 

What you'll need: some nice-smelling massage oil such as sweet almond oil, or plain 

vegetable oil 

 

Let your baby roll around naked on a layer of cloth nappies or a bath towel (if it's cool in the 

room, leave his T-shirt on). Warm a tiny squirt of oil in your hands by rubbing it between your 

palms, then very gently rub it into his skin, starting with his soft little feet. Rotate each toe, 

then use your thumbs to press the soles. Work your way up the legs, squeezing his calves 

and thighs gently as if you were molding clay. (The first few times it's probably best just to do 

his feet and legs until he gets used to the sensation.) For the chest and tummy, gently place 

both hands flat against the centre of your baby's body, then spread them to the sides, as if 



flattening the pages of a book. With your hands still flat, use your fingertips to stroke outward 

in small circles. Keep rubbing for as long as he seems to be enjoying it; stop as soon as he 

starts to get restless. 

 

Number oneTube talk 

 

Long before your baby can communicate much himself, he's developing an ear for speech. 

Every time you talk to him, you're nurturing his urge for words. A perfect chat time is when 

he's up on the changing table - not only is he a captive audience, but your face is close to his 

level. A game of "telephone" using a cardboard tube will keep him intrigued and provide a 

calm point of focus as well. 

 

Skills developed: hearing 

What you'll need: a cardboard tube from a roll of kitchen towel or toilet paper. 

 

Bring along the cardboard tube to his next nappy change. Announce, "I'm going to tell you a 

secret," then put it next to one of your baby's ears and whisper something short and simple. "I 

love you" is always a good start. Move the tube over to your baby's other ear and add another 

"secret". Just discovering that he can hear independently out of each ear will keep him 

entranced through a number of nappy changes. 

 

Number twoCommon scents 

 

Newborns are notorious for their keenly sensitive noses: research has shown that babies can 

recognise the scent of their own mother's breast milk within the first week of life. To test out 

your baby's acute sense of smell, try setting up a homemade scent session. 

 

Skills developed: olfactory 

What you'll need: jars of cinnamon, nutmeg or vanilla; perfumes or sachets; a ripe banana; a 

slice of orange or lemon. 

 

Sit down with your baby in your lap (use a baby blanket to snuggle him if he's a wriggler) and 

jars of the various fragrant ingredients on a table or stool in front of you. Pass each item 

under his nose, watching his face to see his expression. He may open his eyes wide, seem 

startled, or even smile. In the case of the citrus (a smell babies generally don't like), he may 

frown or turn away. Try this activity every few weeks as your baby gets older and see how his 

reactions change. 

 

 



Holding his head up 

 

Your baby's neck muscles are getting stronger, which allows her to hold up her head for short 

periods. She can also hold it up for a few moments while lying on her stomach and may even 

be able to turn it from side to side. She may be able to hold it up when she's in a car seat or 

front or back carrier, especially if she has lots of support and you use special baby headrests 

designed to help her in those situations. 

Exploring extremities 

 

At birth, your baby had no idea her arms and legs were attached to her. That's all changing 

now as she starts exploring her body. The parts she'll discover first are her hands and feet. 

You can encourage her interest in them by holding her arms above her head and asking 'How 

big's the baby?' or by reciting 'This Little Piggy' and counting her toes. 

Learning to soothe herself 

 

Babies love to suck. They need to suck. In fact, you may have discovered that a dummy 

works wonders in helping your baby calm herself now. And when her dummy's not around, 

she may even be able to find her thumb or fingers to suck. 

Look who's babytalking now 

 

Your one-month-old may gurgle, coo, grunt, and hum to express her feelings now. Be sure to 

coo and gurgle back, and talk to her face-to-face. A few babies may also begin early squeals 

and laughter. If you have things to do, she'll still enjoy hearing your voice from across the 

room. She'll hold your gaze for ever-longer periods now. 

 

Even though your baby has been able to recognise you since she was a few days old, by the 

end of this month she may be able to show it. About half of all babies this age begin to exhibit 

an obvious recognition of their parents: they react differently to mum and dad than they do to 

strangers. Your baby may quiet down and make eye contact with you; some babies at this 

age are able to smile when they see their parents. 

Baby listens and enjoys music 

 

Now that your baby is awake for longer periods during the day, you can use these times to 

stimulate her sensory development. Try singing nursery rhymes, or playing music to her. The 

sound of wind chimes or a ticking clock will also amuse your baby. The more varied the 

offerings, the richer the impact. Inevitably, you'll see your child react more pleasurably to one 

selection over another as she begins to develop preferences. 

 

 



Eyes can track objects now 

 

Having learned to focus with both eyes, your baby can now track a moving object, something 

she may have been able to do for brief periods since birth. A simple rattle passed in front of 

her face will often transfix her. Or you can play eyes-to-eyes by moving very close to her face 

and slowly nodding your head from side to side; often her eyes will lock onto yours. 

 

The shops are packed with developmental toys, but you'll do just as well with everyday 

household objects. Pass shiny foil or a bright plastic ladle from side to side in front of her. 

Then try moving it up and down. This should attract your baby's attention, but she probably 

won't be able to smoothly follow vertical motion for about three months. 

Is my baby developing normally? 

 

 

Remember, each baby is unique and meets cognitive milestones at her own pace. These are 

simply guidelines to what your baby has the potential to accomplish -- if not right now, then 

shortly. 

 

And if your baby was born prematurely, you'll probably find that she'll need time before she 

can do the same things as other children her chronological age. That's why most babies born 

prematurely are given two ages by their paediatricians -- their chronological age (calculated 

from their birthday) and their adjusted age (calculated from their due date). You should 

measure your child against her adjusted age, not her chronological one. Don't worry. Most 

doctors assess a premature child's development from the time she should have been born 

and evaluate her skills accordingly. 


